Peace Dollar Battles War Dollar

Liberty Dollar organization is pleased to announce the 2008 Peace Dollar to “Stop the War.” As if President Bush’s unpopular war does not have enough problems, the Peace Dollar appears to offer an attractive way for the antiwar forces to gain strategic ground and profit.

Liberty Dollar recently issued a “Presidential” Ron Paul Dollar in support of the Republican peace candidate. Now it asks peace seeking Americans to start using the Peace Dollar and stop using the US War Dollar, as it finances the Iraq War. The 2008 Peace Dollar is not government money and cannot be used to fund the war in Iraq. It is good for peace and bad for war. The government uses their printing presses to make money out of thin air to finance their war by diluting every American’s purchasing power... hence higher gas and food prices.

Bernard von NotHaus says that by accepting and spending Peace Dollars peaceful people can force the government to ”Stop the War” because the government will have less money to pay for it. He encourages peaceful people to use a Peace Dollar the next time they spend money and “Give peace a chance.”

The Peace Dollar is a legal functioning currency dedicated to stop the war. As a private voluntary barter currency it can be used anywhere it is accepted. It is “real money” minted in pure copper and silver and exchanges dollar-for-dollar with the US war dollar. It is dedicated to establishing peace and bringing our boys home.

The $10 Peace Dollar has a face value of ten ”Liberty Dollars” and contains one-half ounce of pure .999 fine silver. The $1 Copper Peace Dollar contains one ounce of pure copper.

If you don’t want war – don’t use the war money. Everyone is encouraged to show his or her contempt for the war and vote for peace with the Peace Dollar.

$10 Silver Peace Dollars – General Issue
The 2008 Peace Dollar obverse features the new Peace Head design and the reverse has a face value of ten “Liberty Dollars.” Each measures 32 mm and contains one-half ounce of pure .999 fine silver minted in Brilliant Uncirculated condition.
Non Liberty Associate rate: $10 each. Click HERE to order.
Liberty Associate rate: $10 with commission. Click HERE to order.
RCO rate $1.50 over spot. Minimum 1,000. Contact office to order.

$10 Silver Peace Dollars – First Day of Issue
Each 2008 Peace Dollar First Day of Issue (FDI) measures 32 mm and contains one half ounce of .999 fine silver minted in Brilliant Uncirculated condition and features a special hand stamped Hallmark with the Peace Sign. Only 1,000 FDI are available. Each will be securely packaged.
Non Liberty Associate rate: $25 each. Click HERE to order.
$10 Silver Peace Dollars – Limited Numbered Edition
Each 2008 Peace Dollar Limited Numbered Edition measures 32 mm and contains one half ounce of .999 fine silver minted in Brilliant Uncirculated condition with a hand stamped serial number and a special hand stamped Hallmark with the Peace Sign. Only 1,000 Numbered Edition are available. Each will be specially packaged in a capsule.

Liberty Associate rate: $20 each. Click HERE to order.
RCO rate: Contact office to order.

Non Liberty Associate rate: $40 each. Click HERE to order.
Liberty Associate rate: $35 each. Click HERE to order.
RCO rate: Contact office to order.

$1 Copper Peace Dollar – General Issue
The $1 Copper Peace Dollar measures 39 mm and contains one Avoirdupois ounce of pure copper. It is the same size as the Silver Liberty and slightly larger than the old US Silver Dollar. The obverse features the new Peace design and the reverse has a face value of ONE DOLLAR. Please note: The 2008 Copper Peace Dollar dies and minting are not the same outstanding quality as the Gold and Silver Libertys. The 2008 Peace Dollar is dedicated to establishing peace and bringing our boys home. Only pre-orders for the $1 Copper Peace Dollar are now being accepted for shipping in February. This is for pre-orders only.

Non Liberty Associate rate: $1.00 each. Minimum order 10. Maximum order 100. Click HERE to order.
Liberty Associate rate: $0.90. Minimum order 10. Click HERE to order.
RCO rate: $0.75. Minimum order 1,000. Contact office to order.

$1 Copper Peace Dollar – First Day of Issue
The $1 Copper Peace Dollar measures 39 mm and contains one Avoirdupois ounce of pure copper. It is the same size as the Silver Liberty and slightly larger than the old US Silver Dollar. The obverse features the new Peace design and the reverse die has a face value of ONE DOLLAR. Please note: The 2008 Copper Peace Dollar dies and minting are not the same outstanding quality as the Gold and Silver Libertys. Each First Day of Issue features a special hand stamped Hallmark with the Peace Sign. Please note: As copper is much harder than silver the Hallmark is harder to see. Matching silver and copper numbers are not available. Only pre-orders for the $1 Copper Peace Dollar are now being accepted for shipping in February. This is for pre-orders only.

Non Liberty Associate rate: $20 each. Click HERE to order.
Liberty Associate rate: $15. Click HERE to order.
RCO rate: Contact office to order.

$1 Copper Peace Dollar – Limited Numbered Edition
The $1 Copper Peace Dollar measures 39 mm and contains one Avoirdupois ounce of pure copper. It is the same size as the Silver Liberty and slightly larger than the old US Silver Dollar. The obverse features the new Peace design and the reverse has a face value of ONE DOLLAR. Please note: The 2008 Copper Peace Dollar dies and minting are not the same outstanding quality as the Gold and Silver Libertys. Each Limited Numbered Edition features a hand serial number and a special hand stamped Hallmark with the Peace Sign. Please note: As copper is much harder than silver the serial number and Hallmark is harder to see. Matching silver and copper numbers are not available. Only pre-orders for the $1 Copper Peace Dollar are now being accepted for shipping in February. This is for pre-orders only. 
Non Liberty Associate rate: $30 each. Click HERE to order.
Liberty Associate rate: $25. Click HERE to order.
RCO rate: Contact office to order.

Thank you for taking a stand for peace and giving peace a chance. For it is only by banding together and adopting a free and independent currency Will we be able to “stop the war” and create a peaceful society.
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